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FOREWORD FROM THE DIRECTOR
I have heard Cecile speak about her tortuous and brutal journey
through the asylum system in the UK many times. You will read a brief
snippet of her story in the report that follows. It begins with the culture
of disbelief that she faced at the outset, which dogged her ability to resolve
her situation for more than a decade, leading to many years of destitution
and homelessness before she was finally granted protection and the right
to stay in the UK. I can picture Cecile speaking about this moment: her quiet
self-composure radiates an unshakeable dignity that stands in stark contrast
to the casual cruelty she has endured at the hands of a system that purports
to provide protection.
This report is the culmination of many years of listening carefully
to refugees and asylum seekers such as Cecile and documenting their
stories and experience. It draws on the work of our front-line caseworkers,
legal advice team and detention outreach team who every day accompany
refugees and asylum seekers struggling to navigate the asylum system.
It also draws on primary research by theologian Dr Anna Rowlands and
by our Senior Policy Officer, Dr Sophie Cartwright.
We publish our reflections at a critical moment: COVID-19 has revealed to us
the depth of our human connectivity across the world and provides us with
an opportunity to reimagine our structures from scratch. The Home Office,
by contrast, have just published their latest proposals to reform the asylum
system, which seek not to set a fresh direction, but to build, exponentially,
on the injustices of the past.
The Jesuit Refugee Service is a Catholic organisation. We have drawn on the
social teachings of the Church to imagine a new approach to reforming the
asylum system, one that places the human person at the centre and promotes
a society founded in justice. At stake here is protection for asylum seekers
seeking sanctuary; but what is also at stake is the very fabric of our society
itself and its possibility for survival and flourishing.
This report is dedicated to all the refugees and asylum seekers JRS UK has
accompanied, whose wisdom, friendship and humour sustains and inspires
our work.

Sarah Teather
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CORE AIMS & PRINCIPLES
An asylum system founded on justice, designed for the welfare of refugees and
not for their harm, should:
Enshrine protection and transparency
at the heart of the asylum
determination process, in a culture where
asylum claimants are seen and heard.

1

Our research with refugees and asylum seekers
and organisational experience suggests that
recognition and concern for dignity is lacking in
asylum determination where, too often, people are
not seen or heard, and where they are met with
hostility and disbelief. New government proposals
would make this worse.
Refugees and asylum seekers were clear about
what builds a sense of dignity in the context of
asylum determination: a clear, fast and effective
decision-making system with fewer errors, that
feels understandable and navigable; a sense of
accountability and relationship with case managers.
A system that offers transparency, justice, and
recognition of their humanity and agency.
To value human persons and human dignity we
need to look at, listen to, and accompany others.
We need social systems where we can encounter
each other as equal human persons: a culture of
encounter and a willingness to pay deep attention
to the experience of others.

2

Provide borders which are open
to those in need of protection.

Pope Francis emphasises the foundational
principle of the social order is ‘the universal
destination of created goods’. Forced migration –
whether for political, economic, cultural, religious
or environmental reasons – points to the failure
of the human family to uphold this intention:
that the goods of the earth are available to meet
the needs of each unique person.
We are not being called to magnanimously share
what is ours, but to share what belongs in justice,
for our common dignity, to all, so that the needs
of all are met. Concerns about controlling
or limiting immigration should never be allowed
to shape asylum policy, but they are at the heart
of new government proposals for the asylum system.
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The conviction that the earth’s resources are for
everyone challenges us to re-orient our thinking
about border management around common
humanity and human need. It suggests we need
to open our borders to those in need.

Support asylum claimants and
refugees to live in dignity, and
participate fully in wider social, economic,
and political life.

3

An asylum system that respects human dignity
will not leave asylum claimants to live in
destitution; it will respect their right to liberty;
and it will not employ immigration control
measures that create trauma.
Asylum claimants will be treated as fully
human, being able to spend their time well:
able to be active, able to support themselves,
and able to participate in community.
To foster dignity, life in the asylum system must
not be life trapped in stasis, or held apart from
wider civic, economic, and social life. We must
strive to support refugees to participate in our
communities and rebuild their lives. Crucially,
those recognised as needing sanctuary must be
able to settle and lay down roots.

Foster a society that welcomes,
protects, promotes, and integrates
those seeking sanctuary as our neighbours.

4

The current asylum system greets asylum seekers
and migrants with hostility: enforced destitution
and detention are antithetical to the welcome,
protection, promotion, and integration of
refugees called for by the Church. New proposals
would deepen this hostility, and seek to tear
refugees from British communities, even after
acknowledging that they need sanctuary.
Refugees and asylum seekers do not wish to be
solely passive recipients of care or the solidarity
of others, but agents of solidarity, as part of wider
networks of solidarity.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report seeks to envisage a just and personcentred asylum system by bringing refugee
experience and policy analysis into conversation
with Catholic Social Teaching, against the backdrop
of new, deeply troubling government proposals
for an overhaul of the asylum system.
JRS UK has accompanied and supported people
in the asylum system for decades. Refugees and
asylum seekers have told us that the current
asylum system needs reform: it frequently
retraumatises and creates insurmountable
barriers to accessing the protection they deserve.
It approaches them with suspicion and greets
them with a hostile environment, subjecting many
to years of destitution, punctuated by periods of
detention. Refugees and asylum seekers express
a desire for a new approach – for an asylum
determination system that hears their story and
strives to offer them protection; for an asylum
system that allows them to flourish and rebuild
their lives.
New government proposals for asylum reform,
by contrast, start from a position of disbelief, and
are formulated on the basis that asylum claimants
are lying. They are more concerned with refusing
asylum claims and removing claimants than with
ensuring that people in need of sanctuary are
offered protection and a chance to rebuild their
lives. They would deny the chance of permanent
settlement to large numbers of refugees whose
claims are processed in the UK, and force asylum
claimants to live in detention or in ghetto-like
reception centres whilst awaiting an outcome
on their claims. Asylum reform is badly needed.
But these latest proposals take the most unjust
elements of the current system as a foundation
for imagining further cruelty. As Pope Francis
reminds us in Fratelli Tutti, this approach displays
signs of major social sickness and will ultimately
be self-destructive, threatening the very fabric
of our society and culture as a whole.

and human need that transcends national
boundaries. It requires us to protect and nurture
human dignity, and reminds us that the common
good can only be achieved if we all participate
and the most marginalised are included. It also
calls us to create structures with and for others,
in solidarity with the most marginalised.
Drawing on these principles from CST and on
reflections from refugees and asylum seekers,
we recommend a new set of core principles for
a radically reformed asylum system: one founded
on justice, designed for the welfare of refugees
and not for their harm.
We argue a newly reformed asylum system
should aim to:
1.	enshrine protection and transparency at the
heart of the asylum determination process,
in a culture where asylum claimants are seen
and heard;
2.	provide borders which are open to those
in need of protection;
3.	support asylum claimants and refugees to live
in dignity, and participate fully in wider social,
economic, and political life;
4.	foster a society that welcomes, protects,
promotes, and integrates those seeking
sanctuary as our neighbours.

Catholic Social Teaching (CST) offers principles
that can give a fresh perspective and help us
imagine a reformed system based on justice.
CST challenges us to re-orient our thinking about
border management around common humanity
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 The purpose of this report
JRS UK accompanies, serves, and advocates for people within the asylum system,
and specifically those who are subjected to its failings the most: people in detention,
and people made destitute by the system. Over the last three and a half years, we
have conducted research to understand the asylum system from the perspective of
the people who have lived, and are still living, through it. We heard that the asylum
system is deeply damaging to those who seek sanctuary. It marginalises them,
approaches them with suspicion and disbelief, and denies them protection. People
seeking asylum are subjected to a hostile environment, designed to make their lives
unbearable. Repeatedly, we also heard a desire and a call for a system that is for
their welfare, and not for their harm.1
The aim of this report is to help envisage such
a system, bringing refugee experience into
conversation with Catholic Social Teaching to think
about policy change. The report draws on refugees’
and asylum seekers’ experiences of the system
taken from our research over the last three years.
It is published just as the government has begun
to lay out its principles for reform of the system.
We hope that the report will be useful for Christian
policy makers and communities, and indeed all
people of good will, who want to engage with
this and future government proposals, and work
together with us to create a more just humancentred asylum system.

1.2 Context: who we are
As a Catholic organisation, JRS works with a vision
of society and the flourishing of the human person
that it draws from Catholic Social Teaching (CST).
This tradition assists us in diagnosing the various
ways in which societies end up with forms of social
sickness that prevent or frustrate human survival
and wellbeing. We accompany, serve, and advocate
for those who are forcibly displaced because we
believe that each human person has innate dignity
and value; and that we are called to care for and
stand in solidarity with each other. We believe
that people exist in and for community, and that
our connection with each other cuts across and

transcends national boundaries. It follows that
social and political structures should serve and
protect human persons, and this means especially
ensuring the needs of the most vulnerable are
met. At JRS UK, we have a responsibility to help
decipher what this means for the asylum system in
the UK. In this report, we draw these insights from
our tradition into conversation with the experience
of our refugee community – who come from many
different cultural and religious backgrounds – to
name the ways that our current system frustrates
the seeking of good outcomes, and to offer
constructive recommendations for change.
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1.3 Reading the signs of the times
In his most recent social letter, Fratelli Tutti, Pope
Francis presents the dignity of the human person
who is forced to migrate as the ethical centre of his
reflection. He views the migrant as a human person
of equal worth, dignity, and political and economic
rights; but he goes beyond this in seeing the
treatment of the person who is forced to migrate
as revealing to us our wider capacity to be properly
human. How we treat migrants tells us about how
we view human life per se. It reveals how healthy
our cultures are. The Pope tells us that open
cultures – that are capable of offering welcome
because they value rootedness and belonging,
and are willing to feel the suffering of others –
thrive. The Pope is clear: when we make decisions
about our asylum system, we are making decisions
about the value we place on human dignity, human
flourishing, and human life. We are also faced
with a choice between an isolation and fear that
is ultimately self-destructive, and an openness
that can enable us to grow and thrive.
This perspective is especially prescient now. Our
society stands at a crossroads. Since March 2020,
the global community has been in upheaval due
to COVID-19 and we now face the challenge of
rebuilding our societies. We must decide how to do
so. In the UK as elsewhere, people seeking asylum
have been disproportionately affected by the
pandemic and faced increased vulnerability. People
who rely on couch surfing and informal support
from charities to survive have often found that they
are no longer able to stay with friends, and that
charities have either been forced to close, or may
find it more difficult to get help to them. We have
encountered important examples of society coming

together to extend support to those normally
excluded: via the Everyone In scheme, announced
with the first lockdown, local authorities housed
thousands of homeless people, including many
without secure immigration status, or otherwise
without recourse to public funds. But at the same
time, we have seen morally troubling developments
in asylum policy and praxis – ones that neither
respect dignity nor offer justice to those who seek
sanctuary on our shores. Victims of trafficking have
been detained and rapidly removed without due
consideration of their situation. People seeking
asylum have been crammed into detention-like,
unsanitary conditions in disused barracks, cut off
from the rest of society and placed at great risk
of infection. This happens against the backdrop
of a longer term policy of creating a ‘hostile
environment’ for people refused asylum and
others without immigration documents as a means
of immigration control.2 And disturbingly, new
proposals for asylum reform would remove the
right of refugees to seek sanctuary on our shores.
A cruel and inhuman road is suggested. We don’t
have to take it.
Our analysis of the asylum system draws on three
key pieces of JRS UK research and analysis of
aspects of the asylum system: Out in the Cold3;
For our welfare and not for our harm4, authored
by Dr Anna Rowlands; and Detained and
Dehumanised5. These are augmented by topical
briefings, testimonies from refugee friends of
JRS, and research from others working to support
refugees and migrants; and academic research. We
also draw on the experience of the asylum seeking
communities we have served over the last year.

Migrants are not seen as entitled like others
to participate in the life of society, and it is forgotten
that they possess the same intrinsic dignity as
any person...No one will ever openly deny that they
are human beings, yet in practice, by our decisions
and the way we treat them, we can show that
we consider them less worthy, less important,
less human.” Fratelli Tutti, #39
8 • Being human in the asylum system

1.4	Founding principles from CST for a new vision
of migration
In Fratelli Tutti, Pope Francis offers a very helpful
reminder of the Church’s teaching on the ethics
of migration. He emphasises that fraternal love
– recognising each human person as a brother
or sister – is a Christian duty that comes before
the law of any nation, and is a duty that draws us
across borders. He emphasises that whilst no-one
should be forced to leave their homeland – being
uprooted is one of the worst things that can
happen to a person – the migrant is nonetheless
a potential source of renewal and hope, as well as
simply having the natural right to seek their own
survival and flourishing. Pope Francis emphasises
the four tasks we should practise as an ethical
approach to migration: to welcome, to protect,
to promote, and to integrate. He emphasises that
these are simply universal human obligations.
Pope Francis builds on the rich body of Catholic
Social Teaching, and integrates a series of key
Catholic social principles in his thinking on
migration. We deploy these here to help concretise
an asylum and immigration system that welcomes,
protects, promotes, and integrates.

The Universal Destination of Goods: the goods
of the earth are destined to meet the needs
of all. A just sharing of these goods is the basis
of a peaceful and decent social order.
Human Dignity: the human person has an
absolute worth and is made in God’s image.
Each person expects their welfare and not their
harm. This is a sacred expectation. No human
being can be treated as superfluous or lacking
in value. Human beings survive and find dignity
in communities of belonging and integration.
Human dignity therefore requires protection,
promotion, and nurture of both the individual
person and of communities.
The Common Good: the purpose of government
and political society is to secure the wellbeing
of all. We are interdependent creatures, and we
can only secure our wellbeing by acting together.
A Christian vision of the common good starts with
a measure of the wellbeing of the most vulnerable,
and prioritises their needs. The common good is
dependent on receiving the skills and fostering the
vocations of all. It is a principle of participation,
and cannot be achieved without that participation.
Solidarity: we protect dignity and the common
good only when we are able to protect, promote,
and accompany each other. We have a duty to
seek mutual protection and the promotion of each
other’s dignity.

HOME OFFICE PROPOSALS TO CHANGE THE ASYLUM SYSTEM
At the time of publishing this report, the
announcement and consultation process for
an overhaul of the immigration and asylum
system in the UK is just beginning, with new
proposals just launched.6
This report takes experiences of people seeking
asylum in the UK over the past 20+ years, building
recommendations for what an asylum process
which puts protection of refugees at the centre
and promotes human dignity could look like.

Where new proposals have been concretely
announced, or alluded to, we speak directly
to these proposals; otherwise, we speak
to the broader principles we believe should
be at the heart of asylum reform. That is to say,
this report is not just a reactive publication,
responding to new, rapidly shifting proposals,
but has been produced to aid a richer, longerterm discussion of what a good asylum system
might look like, and we hope it will encourage
the reader to inhabit a longer frame of vision.
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2 ASYLUM DETERMINATION
2.1 What we learnt from refugees and asylum seekers
Overall, refugees and asylum seekers at JRS UK spoke of an asylum system
in which they are not seen, heard, or recognised. Decision-making started from
a position of disbelief and was not grounded in a desire to protect refugees.
People described feeling powerless before a system that did not communicate
with them. The refusal to acknowledge people as self-determining agents was
dehumanising. People explained that often it was the indignity of the process,
as much as the final outcome, that leads to a long-term sense of injustice.

10 • Being human in the asylum system

2.1.1 Asylum decision-making is warped by a culture & purpose of refusal and disbelief
Refugees and asylum seekers explained they felt that Home Office interviewers were trying to trap
them and looking reasons to refuse their case, saying: “There is a problem with a culture of disbelief”7
and: “Their objective is just to get you out of the country.”8

Cecile’s story
Cecile, who fled political violence and
imprisonment in West Africa, explained:
“During my asylum interview, I thought
everything went well. I explained everything and
I thought I answered the questions very well.
There were two women and they were really kind,
but I think there were some traps – traps behind
the questions that I didn’t realise. I was really
afraid. I explained everything to them. I told them
about all ordeals that I had been through.

Policy context

The culture of disbelief and refusal in asylum
determination is corroborated by a vast body of
evidence.10 There is specifically a lot of evidence
that Home Office caseworkers often apply an
excessive standard of proof to asylum claims,
and either simply prejudge claimants’ credibility
– starting from the position that people are lying
– or conclude that they are lying without sufficient
consideration. People are often not given the
chance to explain apparent inconsistencies.11
This sits in the context of an intentionally “tough”
approach to decision-making. In the wake of
the ‘Windrush’ scandal in 2018, the then home
secretary expressed concern that Home Office
decision-making “loses sight of the individual”.12
Removal targets were a motivating factor in the
decision-making that destroyed lives of ‘Windrush’
citizens.13 By starting with the aim of refusal,
decision-makers lost sight of the human person,
and of what was due to them.

“My refusal was really death. I could see death.
The letter came two weeks later. I had to get
someone to translate it. The letter said that
they didn’t believe my story. I told myself they’d
deport me back to my country. I was so afraid.
My blood pressure went up. I couldn’t even eat…
It really just came down to the fact that the dates
I gave were not exact, and the Home Office held
that against me. I had been so confused myself
that I couldn’t give the correct date.”9

Latest Home Office
PROPOSED CHANGES
New proposals start from the premise that
the system is “open to gaming”14 and include
increasing removals as a core aim. They also
include a range of measures to formalise and
embed a culture of disbelief, which look set
to make an already difficult culture worse.
Examples are:
A
 n increased focus on interrogating a
claimant’s ‘credibility’ and higher standard
of proof when assessing credibility.15
A
 policy of disbelieving claims of fear by
default if a claimant ‘could’ have claimed
asylum elsewhere (in fact, people forced
to flee their homes often have good reason
for seeking sanctuary in a particular place,
such as family or cultural ties. Their having
done so has no bearing on whether they
are in fear for their lives.)
A
 higher standard of proof for determining
that someone is a likely victim of modern
slavery.
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2.1.2 The case management system is both impersonal and opaque
Refugees and asylum seekers explained that
impersonal, inscrutable case management
felt dehumanising. Connectedly, it contributed
to a lack of accountability within the asylum
process. One person, echoing many others,
told us: “It’s like talking to a machine. No one
is ever responsible... It’s so impersonal. People
are just numbers.”16 The dehumanising treatment
experienced within asylum case management
contributed to a sense of injustice.

Policy context

Caseworkers change frequently, meaning that
empathy and understanding of a case is lost and the
person making the decision on someone’s case may
be different from the person who interviewed them.

Latest Home Office
PROPOSED CHANGES
There are proposals to outsource asylum
interviews to private contractors, which is
likely to further undermine personal oversight
of cases. The working plan is for Home Office
caseworkers to make the final decision
on a case, based on the interview conducted
by a third party.17

2.1.3 Destitution & detention make it difficult to engage with an asylum claim
In detention in particular, access to justice is regularly obstructed by a process geared towards removal.18

Joel’s story
Joel fled a war-torn country in West
Africa. He arrived on a visa and later went
to claim asylum. He was immediately detained
and placed on the detention fast track scheme.
Within two weeks, his case was refused. Because
he was in detention, he wasn’t able to gather
documents to corroborate his story, and he was
disbelieved. He explains the process was rushed

Policy context

Between 2002 and 2014, under the ‘Detained Fast
Track’ (DFT) system, people could be detained
immediately on claiming asylum, and held
in detention while their asylum claims were
determined, which would typically take place
within 2 weeks.20 In practice, fast-tracked cases
were nearly always refused. In July 2015, the High
Court ruled DFT as it then operated to be illegal,
on the basis that it resulted in an unfair asylum
process, and DFT was consequently suspended.
12 • Being human in the asylum system

and “the judge doesn’t even have enough
time to make his judgements. But lives are
at stake.” He was eventually released from
detention, and ultimately put in a fresh claim
for asylum. This time, he was able to collect
the relevant documents. Nearly six years after
he first claimed asylum, he was recognised as
a refugee. He is now starting to rebuild his life.19

Latest Home Office
PROPOSED CHANGES
Proposals include the introduction
of an “expedited process for claims and
appeals made in detention”21 which looks,
troublingly, like a return to a similar process
to DFT, which was previously discredited.

2.1.4 Many people are forced to pursue fresh claims by an unjust system
JRS works with many people who are let down by the asylum system and have to pursue fresh asylum
claims to secure the protection they badly need. Many live in destitution, sometimes punctuated by
detention, for over a decade before they are eventually recognised as having been refugees all along.

Refugee friend’s story
One refugee friend22 of JRS first claimed
asylum in 2003. She was refused by the
Home Office and the courts. She continued
to pursue her asylum claim and make fresh
submissions. At every turn, she explains “they
went back to the decision of the first judge”,
as if they hadn’t read what she was saying.

“They don’t believe anything you say. They
don’t believe anything at all”. In 2020, she was
finally recognised as having been a refugee
all along. The case had still had to go to court,
because the Home Office had claimed documents
she submitted were wrongly translated. They
weren’t. Her case is not unusual.23

Latest Home Office
PROPOSED CHANGES

Policy context

Many claims initially refused by the Home Office
are granted when people appeal to the courts
– 41% in 2019.24 But cuts in legal aid make this
avenue difficult to pursue. Many people are wrongly
refused asylum by the courts as well and declared
appeals rights exhausted. They then have to gather
new evidence in order to make a fresh claim and
continue to pursue their case. The initial asylum
interview remains crucial. Problems arising there
need to be addressed and carefully unpicked. This is
time-consuming work, and therefore it is particularly
difficult to get high-quality legal support for it.
Free, independent and high-quality legal advice
is essential to ensure that claimants can navigate
the complex and legally-focused asylum process,
but it is very difficult to come by. Since 2005, there
has been a huge reduction in free asylum legal
advice: across the UK, between 2005 and 2018, 56%
of legal aid providers in asylum and immigration
were lost and not- for-profit providers fell by 64%.25

The latest proposed changes:
include a matrix of measures to make
it even more difficult for people to pursue
claims after an initial refusal, either
through the courts or by submitting fresh
evidence to the Home Office. A proposed
‘good faith’ requirement operates on the
assumption that if a claimant raises an
issue that wasn’t clear in their initial
asylum claim, this indicates bad faith.26
In reality, there are good reasons people
may struggle to bring everything relevant
to a claim to the table at first.
a
 re likely to prolong the asylum process.
Already, new rules are in place for finding
asylum claims inadmissible, typically
where someone has passed through
other countries en route to the UK. Where
a case is deemed inadmissible, the Home
Office will spend around 6 months trying
to remove the claimant to another safe
country. This is unworkable, because it is
not possible to remove someone to country
that has not agreed to accept them. It will
not significantly reduce the number of
claims the UK processes, but it will prolong
that process. The government proposes to
build on these rules and put them in law.27
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2.2	The ethics of asylum determination:
a new perspective rooted in CST
2.2.1 Universal destination of goods
Pope Francis states that the foundational principle
of the social order is “the universal destination of
created goods”.28 The created world – our common
home as Pope Francis calls it – is made for the use,
enjoyment and to meet the needs of all people,
in each historical moment, and from one generation
to the next. Pope Francis points out that forced
migration – whether for political, economic,
cultural, religious, or environmental reasons –
points to the failure of the human family to uphold
this intention: that the goods of the earth are
available to meet the needs of each unique person.
The Pope doesn’t talk about ‘push’ and ‘pull’
factors for migration as many policy makers do.
He talks about the basic needs natural to being
human. He is clear-sighted about the failures
that trigger forced migration: uprootedness from
proper social bonds and access to basic goods.
Therefore, the first question we ask is about our
responsibility in the face of this failure, including
the privileges or benefits we might ourselves
hold in an unequal world. Pope Francis is clear
that we are not being called to magnanimously
share what is ours, but to share what belongs
in justice, for our common dignity, to all, so that
the needs of all are met. The conviction that
the earth’s resources are for everyone challenges
us to re-orient our thinking about border
management around common humanity and
human need. It suggests we need to open our
borders to those in need.
This offers a new, humanitarian frame for asylum
and immigration policy and a stark challenge
to a political vision in which migration is seen

as a threat; and this framework is particularly
compelling and urgent in the case of asylum
systems. Drawing from this teaching, JRS UK
suggests that concerns about controlling or limiting
immigration should never be allowed to shape
asylum policy. Ensuring this does not happen
requires attention to the immediate cultural and
political context in which asylum determination
takes place. A culture of refusal and disbelief in
the asylum system is part of a wider such culture,
motivated partly by the concrete political aim
of removal. The latest proposed changes by the
Home Office would arise from and strengthen this
problematic culture of disbelief and refusal, and
again make removal an aim in itself. This culture
needs to be challenged urgently.

 he conviction that the earth’s resources are
T
for everyone challenges us to re-orient our thinking
about border management around common
humanity and human need. It suggests we need
to open our borders to those in need.”
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2.2.2 Human Dignity

Amid the thicket of precepts and prescriptions,
Jesus clears a way to seeing two faces, that of the
Father and that of our brother. He does not give
us two more formulas or two more commands.
He gives us two faces, or better yet, one alone:
the face of God reflected in so many other faces.”29
CST suggests that to value human persons and
human dignity we need to look at, listen to, and
accompany others. This implies a need for social
systems where we can encounter each other
as equal human persons. Pope Francis thus calls
for a culture of encounter and a willingness to
pay deep attention to the experience of others.
Our research with refugees and asylum seekers
and organisational experience suggests that
dignity is lacking in asylum determination where,
too often, people are not seen or heard, and
where they are met with hostility and disbelief,
where they are subject to a system that makes
no sense, and in which they cannot engage.
By making it harder to appeal to the courts and
formally starting from the premise that asylum
claimants are likely to be lying, proposed Home
Office changes reduce transparency and are
closed to the human stories of asylum claimants.

Refugees and asylum seekers participating in
our research gave important insights into the
connection between dignity and justice. Not only
was lack of justice a failure to recognise dignity,
but the reverse was also true: the dehumanising
treatment experienced within asylum case
management contributed to a sense of injustice,
so that justice and dignity were mutually
interdependent. They were clear also about
what builds a sense of dignity in the context of
asylum determination: a clear, fast and effective
decision-making system with fewer errors, and that
feels understandable and navigable; a sense of
accountability and relationship with case managers:
a system that offers transparency, justice, and
recognition of their humanity and agency.
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2.2.3 The Common Good
A healthy public life achieves the common good
by serving the human person. To do this, public
life requires a sense of what that life is for i.e.,
what good it is serving. Correspondingly, every
social system should have a ‘good’ that it aims
for, a moral purpose. This is true of businesses,
of public sector institutions, of public policies,
and of the asylum system. Catholic Social Teaching
is clear that a system that does not protect the
human person cannot be for the common good.
The asylum determination process is too often
directed against the individuals it is theoretically
supposed to protect. It is striking that refugees and
asylum seekers do not feel the asylum process and
its institutions have a clear moral purpose that can
be recognised as a social good. As well as speaking
of the system’s intentional cruelty and hostility,
they remarked on its futility and incoherence:
“What is the aim of the immigration process? What
does it aim to deliver and how does it measure

that? The system can’t answer this question.”30
This indicts the culture of disbelief and refusal
that has become key to Home Office decisionmaking, which proposed changes seek to formalise,
and offers a clear imperative to recover a sense
of the asylum system’s overriding purpose:
to extend international protection to those who
need it, and enable them to live in dignity and
rebuild their lives. Refusing people recognised as
refugees the chance to rebuild their lives displays
a sheer abandonment of this purpose. We must
instead place a focus on protection at the heart
of asylum determination.

2.2.4 Solidarity
Solidarity calls for the creation of social and
political structures with and for others. This entails
structures that empower everyone. To achieve
this, it is crucial that social and political structures
facilitate participation and leadership of those
most impacted by them. Pope Francis warns that
we often do not apply this principle to migrants
because we forget that they: “possess the same
intrinsic dignity as any person. Hence they ought
to be ‘agents in their own redemption’ ”.31
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Too often, we heard of an asylum system that
treated asylum claimants as passive objects
rather than agents. It is notable that lack of access
to good legal advice leaves many powerless before
a byzantine system, and that the asylum system
does not offer a good context for engaging with
one’s case. There is good reason to think that
an asylum system shaped in light of the principle
of solidarity would make it easy for people
to meaningfully engage with their asylum cases,
both by a more personal approach to casework
and by ensuring that people have the tools and
context to engage with their case.

3 LIFE IN THE ASYLUM SYSTEM
3.1 What we learnt from refugees and asylum seekers
3.1.1 A hostile environment
Many refugees and asylum seekers we spoke
to felt that the system intentionally generated
hopelessness. As well as being a tool to manage
current cases, they felt this was “social messaging”,
partly intended as a deterrent to other would-be
migrants and refugees, and partly to reassure nonmigrant citizens that the government was tough
on migration.32 Many aspects of the system were
seen as serving no legitimate purpose, but instead
seen to be intentionally cruel, combining futility
with hostility. One refugee we work with recently
wrote of the regime that requires many migrants to
report to the Home Office: “there is no real purpose
to reporting and it seems like it is just part of the
hostile environment that attempts to undermine
and degrade asylum seekers in Britain.”33

Policy context

Government policy manufactures human suffering
as a means of immigration control. The Hostile
Environment is a matrix of policy and legislation
designed to make life unbearable for people
refused asylum and others without documentation,
with the purported aim of making them leave
the UK. It sits alongside decades of enforced
destitution for asylum seekers whose appeal
rights are declared exhausted and for others
without immigration documents. This has often
been accompanied by very visible anti-migrant
measures, such as ‘Go Home’ vans.34 The Hostile
Environment has a broad reach and shapes the
whole approach to immigration. In the wake of the
‘Windrush’ scandal, there was a shift in government
communications to the terminology of ‘compliance’
rather than ‘hostility’ – but hostility continues
to be used to as a tool to create compliance.35

Latest Home Office
PROPOSED CHANGES
Proposals aim to deter people from seeking
asylum in the UK by creating a hostile
situation for people seeking, and even people
granted, asylum. Under proposed changes,
refugees would frequently be denied the
chance to settle here and rebuild their lives,
even after their need for protection has been
recognised and their asylum case determined.
The Home Office proposed changes also
include plans to “make fuller use of existing
immigration bail powers”.38

Many people subject to immigration control
in the UK are required to report in person to the
Home Office regularly, often for years.36 This is
one of several ‘immigration bail’ conditions that
can be imposed.37
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3.1.2 Life on asylum support in asylum accommodation is gruelling
One refugee described what this was like: “During
the asylum process, you can’t live a normal life. The
accommodation is really in a bad shape, sometimes
we found ourselves three in the room. I want to
ask the Prime Minister, do you yourself sleep in
conditions like that? The financial support we receive
is about £5 a day. No one can live on £5 a day in this
country. You have to change that, or allow asylum

seekers to work and take charge of themselves.”39
Disused barracks have recently been redeployed
as asylum accommodation. JRS UK has been
providing support to people accommodated
at Napier barracks in Folkestone, where there
was recently a major outbreak of COVID-19.
We heard from people we supported there that
the accommodation is dehumanising and unsafe.

Refugee friend’s story
A refugee friend accommodated in Napier
described his experience: “I was suffering in
the camp, there was security, there were police
constantly coming and going, there was no
freedom. The way we were treated, it denied us
all freedom. I came to the UK full of hope that
I would have a chance to be safe and have a good
life, and then I found myself in this camp, with
no freedom, it was just like a prison. In all the
four months while I was in the camp, I must have
left barely ten times. It is in a remote place and
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you have to walk quite far to end up somewhere
equally remote. The camp is like being in
a psychiatric hospital, or like being in prison,
there are people rapidly becoming more and
more mentally unwell around you, one has just
tried to kill himself, another is in pain, another
is very stressed and cannot cope. It just seemed
safer to stay in my room and to avoid seeing all
of this as I could not cope with it all the time. I did
not feel like a person when I was there. I felt I had
lost who I was, like my personality had gone.”

Policy context

Asylum claimants are banned from working
or claiming mainstream benefits. Under normal
circumstances, they can apply for asylum support
while their claim is determined. They are typically
provided with very basic accommodation, which
is frequently dilapidated and over-crowded, and
£39.63 a week, which may be on a card. Those
living on asylum support struggle even to meet
their basic needs.40

Latest Home Office
PROPOSED CHANGES
Proposals seek to make routine use of sites
like Napier a permanent feature of the asylum
system, proposing “reception centres” that
will “provide basic accommodation while
processing the claims of asylum seekers”.42
The eventual use of ‘offshore’ processing
of asylum claims is also mooted.

Internal Home Office documents relating to the
recent decision to use the barracks as asylum
accommodation state that destitute people
seeking asylum are “not analogous” to British
citizens and other permanent residents in need
of state welfare assistance. The Home Office
concluded that “less generous” support for people
seeking asylum was “justified by the need to
control immigration” and that: “Any provision
of support over and beyond what is necessary
to enable the individuals to meet their housing
and subsistence needs could undermine public
confidence in the asylum system.”41

3.1.3 If an asylum claim is refused people are forced into destitution and homelessness
After appeal rights are declared exhausted,
all formal support is cut off. Many are forced
to couch-surf in precarious and dangerous
situations, sleeping rough sporadically.43
In many cases, people refused asylum simply
cannot return to their country of origin or go
anywhere else for a range of reasons, including
the impossibility of obtaining travel documents.
They typically remain in fear for their lives,
and are frequently de facto stateless. Unable
to regularise their status or even access basic
resources here, they are trapped in limbo
indefinitely. People sometimes struggle through
the asylum system for over a decade, for most
of which they might live in destitution. This
can be profoundly dehumanising: “Destitution
destroys one’s sense of being a person”.44

Policy context

People refused asylum and others without
immigration documents do not have recourse
to public funds, so typical routes out of destitution
are barred to them.

Latest Home Office
PROPOSED CHANGES
Proposals include plans which are intentional
about making it even harder for those refused
asylum to get support and are thereby likely
to make many more people destitute and trap
more people in extended situations of limbo
and exclusion.
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3.1.4 People made destitute by the asylum system are left vulnerable to exploitation
Refugees and asylum seekers we spoke to were
frequently forced to accept a roof over their
heads on unsafe and exploitative terms. One man
explained: “When it’s cold I have to accept any
mistreatment.”45 Sleeping rough also involves
being in immediate physical danger, with one
woman explaining: “Abuse is common and
somewhat expected.”46
At the same time, people are afraid of police and
the immigration enforcement action that might
result if they approach them. We spoke with one
woman who had been trafficked and, after she
escaped exploitation, asked the police for help, but
found none: “They just care about your passport”.47

Policy context

The hostile environment operates by outsourcing
immigration enforcement to other branches of
government, public bodies, and civil society, such
as healthcare providers and landlords. Hostile
environment legislation introduces specific criminal
offences for immigration infractions, including a
new offence of working without permission to do
so, and promotes data-sharing between the police
and immigration enforcement, which leaves people
without immigration status with nowhere to turn
for help when abused or exploited.48

Latest Home Office
PROPOSED CHANGES
Proposals extend the hostile environment
approach and reverse previous efforts
to protect the most vulnerable including
“ introducing tougher criminal offences” for
immigration infractions focusing on illegal
entry49 and “working with local authorities...
to enforce returns”50, and making it harder
to gain formal recognition as a victim of
trafficking or other form of modern slavery.

3.1.5 Enforced idleness and the ban on work are especially dehumanising

View from a refugee friend
“A human being is valuable if he can provide
for himself. If you don’t work you don’t have
dignity. It’s work that makes a person. If you’re
working you can do so many things: you can
take care of your family, of yourself, you can
eat, you can rent a place to stay.”51

In interviews for For our welfare and not for our
harm, refugees and asylum seekers spoke readily
in more philosophical terms about why the lack
of opportunity to contribute matters: “people
relate to someone else through skills and roles”;
“to have the energy to work but not to be able
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to work is a terrible thing.”52 Another person
explained that our societies are structured
around the idea of contribution: “A capitalist
system values the idea of contribution. You
need to contribute to get something out – when
you are not contributing (in the way society
understands contribution) you don’t feel like
a member of society. This is deliberate, they
[the Home Office] know what they are doing.”
The same interviewee noted that for him
destitution feels like a kind of death, a social
death and also an intellectual one: “intellectually
you suffer and die because you can’t engage,
participate or contribute.”53 Much of this had
to do with the passage, or spending of time.
Being able to spend time well when waiting for
the outcome of an asylum claim or appeal fostered
dignity; being unable to do so, the reverse.

3.1.6 Immigration detention is traumatic and dehumanising

Refugees and asylum seekers who had been
detained explained to us that detention had a
deep and lasting impact on them:54 on mental and
physical health, on the way they interact with the
world, and on their sense of self. One said: “When
I was released it was even difficult for me to cross
a road because of mental torture for 7 months.”55
Torture survivors repeatedly said they experienced
detention as torture – echoing other research with
detained torture survivors56: “You go somewhere
where you think it’s safe, and they put you through
the same process. The law fails victims of torture.
They don’t have to put you in detention. They put
you back in the same situation...Putting someone
in detention is a kind of torture...[in detention]
torture is worse, because it’s psychological...
you take it with you all your life.”57
One woman argued that immigration detention
was unnatural because of its punitive approach to
crossing borders: “The only offence you committed
was the fact that you were a foreigner and you
come into this land. It’s not against the law to set
foot on somebody else’s land that God created.”
Lack of a time limit compounds the trauma and
injustice of detention: it was felt to be unfair,
and people had found it particularly stressful
not to know when they would be released: “The
most awful thing was an uncertainty: not knowing
whether I will be released and what they’re going

to do to me.”58 “They just leave you there. I was
appeal rights exhausted after one month of me
being in detention and I was there for another 5
months. They should have some time limit. People
get really stressed. It is another form of torture.”59
The process of detention also felt arbitrary: people
were given no warning they were going to be
detained, had no opportunity to challenge their
detention, and often were not told where they
were going or what was happening. One refugee
we interviewed described feeling “kidnapped”.60

Policy context

Immigration detention in the UK is indefinite
incarceration in prison-like conditions via a purely
administrative process: the decision to detain does
not go before a judge and, uniquely among European
countries, there is no time limit on detention.

Latest Home Office
PROPOSED CHANGES
Proposals would increase the use of detention
in the asylum system by reintroducing a
system for routinely processing initial claims
in detention. In a further retrograde step,
they would also make it harder for victims
of trafficking to secure release from detention.
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3.1.7 Refugees and asylum seekers desperately want to feel secure and rebuild their lives
Refugees and asylum seekers told us what they
wanted was a chance to feel safe and rebuild their
lives. The threat of removal hanging over them
made this virtually impossible in many cases.
Even after being recognised as refugees, people
face difficulty. We heard that the arduous and
dehumanising asylum process eroded skills people
had once held, with one refugee saying: “Previously
I was a nurse. But the asylum process traumatised
me. I’m not the same person now. So much time
was killed. I can’t go back to what I did before.
I suffer with heart problems now. I never had
those before I came here, even with all the trauma
that happened to me back home.”61 People also
explain that it is particularly hard to find a job
after years of not being able to work.

Policy context

Newly recognised refugees often face a period
of destitution after being evicted from asylum
accommodation.62
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Latest Home Office
PROPOSED CHANGES
Proposals seek to remove the chance of
permanent settlement from refugees whose
claims have been processed within the UK for
a wide range of reasons, and also deny them
recourse to public funds “except in cases
of destitution”63. This will apply to people
who arrive without documents. In fact, many
refugees have no choice but to travel without
documents. While there are some very limited
proposals hinted at which could provide an
authorised route to enter the UK for sanctuary,
it is described as “discretionary” and for
“exceptional” cases only, falling far short
of a more transparent system for humanitarian
visas which would enable someone to seek
entry for the purpose of applying for asylum,
which has long been advocated for by Church
organisations like JRS UK.64

3.2	The ethics of life in the asylum system:
a new perspective rooted in CST
3.2.1 Universal destination of goods
The belief that the earth’s goods are for everyone
is a strong imperative to ensure that everyone has
enough to meet their needs and live in dignity,
irrespective of immigration status.
If we re-orient our thinking about migration
around common humanity and human need, this
has implications for how we approach migration
management: it suggests we should take a
collaborative and supportive approach, focusing
on engagement rather than enforcement.

By sharp contrast, the current system not only
withholds resources from those who most need
them on the basis of immigration status. It does
so as a means of immigration control. It also
employs a wide range of other highly punitive
measures to manage migration, including
detention – and it is telling that refugees and
asylum seekers felt this reflected a distorted
perspective on migration. The latest Home Office
proposed changes would take an even more
punitive approach to migration management.

3.2.2 Human dignity

The papal encyclical, Fratelli Tutti states that
we face a pandemic of human indignity; a crisis
of human worth. Wherever human life is seen as
lacking value, as superfluous, we show signs of
a major social sickness.65 As part of this, it observes
“an absence of human dignity on the borders”
which results in the denial of migrants’ basic rights
and means: “Migrants are not seen as entitled like
others to participate in the life of society”66.
Our work with refugees and asylum seekers tells us
that life in the asylum system is marked by such an
absence of dignity: enforced poverty, destitution,
and a punitive and futile system of immigration
reporting represent a failure to recognise refugees’
and asylum seekers’ basic humanity and prevent
them from flourishing. It is very clear that the use
of immigration detention is incompatible with
respect for human dignity. Plans to house asylum
seekers in ‘basic’ reception centres, away from
community, to process claims in detention, to make
greater use of punitive powers such as reporting,

and to more strongly enforce the destitution
of those refused asylum, deepen these trends. An
asylum system that respects human dignity will not
leave asylum claimants to live in destitution; it will
respect their right to liberty; and it will not employ
immigration control measures that create trauma.
Pope Francis is clear that work is our main route
into social participation, and is fundamental
to human dignity. This is the key everyday context
for our social dialogue. In Laborem Exercens,
Pope John Paul II writes: “[W]ork bears a particular
mark…of humanity, the mark of a person operating
within a community of persons.”67 Work is defined
broadly, not only including paid employment,
and is key to functioning in community. The other
side of the coin is that human dignity must be
protected in work.68
The parallels with refugees’ and asylum seekers’
reflections on work are striking. But the asylum
system denies and distorts dignity in denying
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and distorting work: a ban on formal work and
wider, systemic marginalisation together foster
exploitation. Refugees and asylum seekers we
spoke to often saw their exclusion from work and
participation through the lens of time – time they
wanted to spend well, but couldn’t. Being able to
spend time well meant: being able to be active,
being able to support themselves – where possible
– financially, and being able to contribute to the
communities they chose to be part of.
Supporting others going through the process,
providing food and conversation, assisting others
by drawing on one’s own experience and skills
were vitally important to dignified living. These
elements were also seen as the basis for resilience
and support for mutual perseverance in the face

of a system felt to be rooted in a culture of disbelief.
Interviewees noted, in summary, that the key thing
in maintaining a sense of hope and purpose is
doing something gainful for oneself whilst helping
others going through their own struggles, and
being recognised by others as you do both these
things: “This is what makes us feel human.’”69
This suggests to us that, to foster dignity at the
borders, life in the asylum system must not be life
trapped in stasis, or held apart from wider civic,
economic and social life. Proposals for asylum
accommodation in reception centres and offshore
processing of asylum claims, by contrast, cut
asylum claimants off from community and make
it difficult or impossible for them to participate
in wider life.

3.2.3 The Common Good
A common good is a shared good, which only
comes about when all members of society are
seen as valuable participants. It cannot be
achieved without a process of sharing in the
gifts, talents, pain, and needs of other people.
The common good is something dynamic, living,
that we strive and struggle towards as more
than mere individuals, in which every person
is key. It cannot be achieved if anyone is seen
as superfluous or of lesser standing. Everyone
must be considered and no life is disposable.
This makes the common good very different from
the greater good, in which the good of the few
can be sacrificed to the good of the many. We need
to seek out the genuine social ‘goods’ that make
for a sustainable, dignified, and just way of living
for all. We don’t just balance interests, we negotiate
for the values and human goods that matter most
to us and which protect our flourishing.
Because everyone partakes in the common good,
the good of any policy or action must be measured
against the good of those who are, or are most likely
to be, excluded. Is this good for the most vulnerable?
Who benefits and who loses? Such questions call
attention to the immediate needs of the poor and
to situations in which people live deprived of basic
goods essential to living a dignified life.
The asylum system actively excludes asylum
seekers from public goods in multiple connected
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ways: through low levels of asylum support,
barring access to public funds, the ban on work,
enforced destitution, and detention. In doing
so, it excludes some of the most vulnerable in
society. The result has been to foster exploitation
and modern slavery. The destruction of the
common good through the exclusion of the
most vulnerable is powerfully evident.
Strikingly, we heard from refugees and asylum
seekers that the asylum system, and especially
detention, eroded goods they hold dear, including
promise, skill, and very sense of self. We need
to ask what would build, rather than erode
these goods – and turn again to the opportunity
to spend time well, contributing to society and
being recognised by others.
As with asylum determination, so with the
practices and institutions that shape life
in the asylum system: we are confronted with
a combination of intentional cruelty and futility;
we need to recover a sense of good purpose.
The hostile environment and other ‘deterrent’
immigration policies manufacture human suffering
as a tool to render some of the most vulnerable
people in society compliant. This represents
a profound distortion of moral purpose. It is
striking that hostility was felt across the asylum
system, accompanied by the sense that it didn’t
serve a legitimate purpose.

3.2.4 Solidarity
In Fratelli Tutti, Pope Francis reflects on solidarity
as the enactment of universal kinship. He suggests
that the parable of the Good Samaritan poses
a question about how to enact universal kinship
– how to become a neighbour.70 Becoming a
neighbour to migrants and refugees involves
welcoming, protecting, promoting, and integrating
them, he argues.71 This stands in a tradition
of Catholic social thinking on love of neighbour. In
Deus Caritas Est, Pope Benedict XVI emphasises the
universal nature of love of neighbour – we cannot
apply it only to our fellow citizens, or to those
like us.72 He also warns that love of neighbour
is crucial in a context where we are often told
we have a “duty of hatred.”73
The current asylum system greets asylum
seekers and migrants with hostility and visits
further trauma upon them. Enforced destitution
and detention are antithetical to the welcome,
protection, promotion, and integration of
refugees called for by the Church. Furthermore,
by outsourcing immigration control to public
bodies and individuals that are supposed to serve

a caring function, the formal hostile environment
agenda warps relationships of solidarity and trust
and mandates hostility towards migrants in civic
and political structures – virtually creating a ‘duty
of hatred’. Plans in the new proposals to work with
other branches of government to remove migrants
from the UK represent a continuation, and possibly
deepening, of this approach. No society that
does this can claim to treat migrants and refugees
as neighbours.
Our research found that refugees and asylum
seekers value solidarity, create strong networks
of refugee-to-refugee support, and often rely
primarily on these. Speaking about detention,
one refugee explained “Really, that’s the only
thing you have...the people around you. That’s it.”74
Refugees and asylum seekers do not wish to be
solely passive recipients of care or the solidarity
of others, but agents of solidarity, as part of wider
networks of solidarity. This suggests we need
a society that recognises refugees as persons
within and helping to shape its communal life,
and as “agents in their own redemption”.
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4 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Conclusion
Our work with refugees and asylum seekers
demonstrates that the UK’s asylum system
is unjust and dehumanising – and in this it adds
to a vast body of evidence. By bringing this work
into conversation with Catholic Social Teaching
and analysing policy in light of that conversation,
we have been able to reflect in more depth on the
underlying issues that plague the current asylum
system. Put simply, we are failing to respond
to people seeking sanctuary as human persons;
human beings in need, and human beings with
hopes and dreams, loves and sorrows.
“Being with people who respect you enables you –
despite all the stress – to see that maybe there is
another side to your story that you don’t know...
I often feel discouraged. Like it’s all taking too long.
But if I am still here now it’s because there is a God.
It’s the only way I can explain still being sane. God
has a hand on me. It’s a fantastic hope, it means
things are not only what we see with our eyes...
It means there are still things for me to discover
about the world.”75
Our analysis has helped to draw out core
principles and aims that would shape an asylum
system that does respond to sanctuary seekers

as human persons: borders open to those
in need; a purpose of protection at the heart
of the asylum determination process, and
increased justice and transparency within that
process; a culture and context in which asylum
claimants are seen and heard, and can engage
meaningfully with their case; an asylum system
that supports asylum claimants to meet their
needs, live in dignity, and fully participate in
wider social, economic, and political life; a society
that welcomes, protects, promotes, and integrates
those seeking sanctuary as our neighbours;
and a society that recognises refugees and
asylum seekers as participants.
As we accompany, serve, and advocate for people
seeking asylum in the UK, we call for change
in solidarity with them. Fratelli Tutti points to
the importance of grassroots social movements
in creating change. It is our hope that we can
contribute to that. It is also our responsibility
to make policy recommendations towards
a more person-centred asylum system in light
of the current context. These follow. This is
a fast-changing context, and the recommendations
are therefore preliminary; more will follow
as the context develops.

But if I am still here now it’s because there
is a God. It’s the only way I can explain still
being sane. God has a hand on me.”
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4.2 Recommendations
4.2.1 On the system as a whole
A focus on protection, respect for human
dignity, and rejection of the culture of refusal
and disbelief, must be reflected in ministerial
planning, caseworker training and Home Office
policy documents across different areas of the
asylum system
Recent Home Office documents have revealed that
management of public opinion and immigration
control were factors in deciding to house asylum
seekers in disused, uninhabitable barracks.
Furthermore, the proposed changes to the asylum
system explicitly start from a hermeneutic of
suspicion and declare an intention of denying
refugees sanctuary wherever possible. The focus
is on finding ways to refuse and remove those
seeking asylum, not to ensure their protection.
We urgently need to re-orient our approach.

1

Centrally involve those with experience
of the asylum system in asylum reform plans
Effective reform of the asylum system must be
informed by those who understand it from the
inside. The ongoing consultation on the new
immigration system must urgently seek to engage
with and deeply listen to people who have been
through the asylum system.

2

Ensure people recognised as needing
sanctuary can easily settle in the UK
Refugees want and need a chance to rebuild
their lives. Proposals to remove the chance of
permanent settlement from those who arrive
without documents would deny them this chance,
and is antithetical to a culture of protection.

3

4.2.2 Asylum determination
Commit to considering each asylum
application
This is a key plank of a protection-focused
asylum system, as well as a basic requirement
of justice. Without this principle, it is inevitable
that the person at the centre of an asylum claim
will be overlooked. Proposals to reject claims on
the grounds of mode of entry to the UK, or time
elapsed before an asylum claim is brought, are
extremely dangerous.

4

Ensure coherent, personal case
management
Impersonal case management that stretched over
a long period of time was a key factor in a system
in which asylum claimants did not feel heard, and
in reducing the sense of accountability in decisionmaking. Caseworkers in communication with, and
available to, the asylum claimant, can reduce this,
and help to foster a more person-centred culture
in decision-making. Proposals to outsource asylum
interviews should accordingly be abandoned.

5

Ensure an in-country appeals process of
Home Office decisions is routinely available
Judicial oversight is an important part of helping
to ensure fair and lawful decision-making. Asylum
decisions have life or death implications, and
as such it is appropriate for them to be subject
to a robust independent oversight.

6

Ensure that everyone can access free
and independent legal advice for asylum
and immigration
New immigration plans make mention of
improving access to legal advice. To achieve this,
urgently review and expand legal aid provision.
Furthermore, it is imperative that legal advice must
be fully independent of the Home Office.

7

Ensure that everyone can afford
to ask the courts to adjudicate their case
Plans to: “Expand the fixed recoverable costs
regime to cover immigration judicial reviews (JRs)
and encourage the increased use of wasted costs
orders in asylum and immigration matters”76 risk
placing an insuperable barrier to justice in the way
of the poorest people. These should be abandoned.

8
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4.2.3 On life in the asylum system
Allow asylum seekers to work for
as long as they are in the UK
For so many people in the asylum system,
the opportunity to work, and thus support
themselves and contribute to society, is
fundamental to maintaining their dignity
and sense of self, and it fosters participation
and integration. It will also alleviate the poverty
and destitution that characterises life in the
asylum system. Everyone who claims asylum
should have full access to the labour market
for as long as they are in the UK.

9

Ensure that asylum claimants have
safe and dignified accommodation
in the community
Many people we work with are homeless, which
renders them extremely vulnerable; those on
asylum support often live in unsafe or squalid
conditions. Plans to accommodate asylum seekers
in ‘reception centres’ will have a huge human
cost, as the experience of people accommodated
at Napier barracks and at other similar sites
demonstrates. This is a policy that militates
against integration and is bad for communities.

10
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Ensure that asylum claimants have enough
to meet basic needs and live in dignity
Those we work with are made destitute by the
asylum system. This is a cruel policy that is bad
for everyone and needs to end. Plans to make
it even harder for people refused asylum to get
basic support are cruel and inhumane. Though
most asylum claimants we speak to want to work,
not everyone is able to, so it is important that
adequate asylum support is easily accessible.
Current levels of asylum support are not adequate.

11

Abandon the hostile environment agenda
The hostile environment fosters cruelty
and division within society. Ending the hostile
environment agenda involves ending data-sharing
between the Home Office and other government
bodies, public bodies, and private individuals;
and lifting restrictions on access to public funds
on the basis of immigration status. Specifically,
the NHS charging regime should urgently be
abandoned, to ensure that everyone can access
healthcare, something which has taken on even
greater importance during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Enabling those without immigration status
to trust police and government bodies is crucial
to combatting modern slavery and trafficking.

12

4.2.4 On detention77
End the use of detention for the purpose
of immigration control
Immigration detention is harmful and unjust.
The government and Home Office should adopt
an alternative system that is proportionate,
accountable, and respects the dignity and right
to liberty of those subject to immigration control.
For as long as immigration detention exists, the
following steps should urgently be taken to limit it
and reduce its negative impact on those detained,
and on their families and communities.

13

Introduce a mandatory and short time
limit for all those detained under
immigration powers
A short time limit would significantly reduce the
uncertainty involved in being detained; and it
would prevent people being held in detention
for months or years. Though even a short period
in detention is harmful, both long detention and
indefinite detention are especially traumatic.
There is good evidence that the effect of detention
on mental health typically increases in detention
of over a month.78 It is relevant in this context that
there are tight mandatory time limits on how long
people can be held without charge in other areas
of law, 28 days being the longest time allowed
in any other context.79 A time limit of 28 days or
less would decrease the arbitrariness of detention
and its harm to the person.

14

The decision to detain must go before
a judge
For as long as immigration detention is used,
the decision to detain must have authoritative
oversight independent of the Home Office, in
which the potential detainee has the opportunity
to meaningfully engage. Practices of detaining
lack transparency, independent oversight, and
procedural justice, contributing to traumatic
fear of detention. People feel trapped, even
kidnapped, under current practices of detention.
It is notable that where people are deprived of
liberty in other areas of law, this is subject to
judicial oversight. When people are detained for
immigration purposes, they are incarcerated via an
administrative procedure. Judicial oversight of the
decision to detain would make the decision more
transparent, and give people a chance to argue
the case against their detention; it would also help
to ensure that detention is only used sparingly,
bringing practice in line with written policy and
legislation. Ongoing judicial oversight of continued
detention should also be introduced, to ensure
that any time limit does not become the typical
length of detention.

15

Ensure all asylum claims are processed
in the community, not in detention
Detention is not a context compatible with
a just and humane asylum process, and previous
attempts at a fast-track asylum procedure in
detention were found to be unlawful because the
process offered was so unfair. Rather than seeking
to resurrect this process, the Home Office must
learn the lessons of the past and allow people to
live in liberty in the community while their claims
are decided.

16
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